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ecoming a member of the U.S. Army’s famed 82nd Airborne Division isn’t very difficult. Veterans say you join the Army—

and if you meet the physical requirements—go to jump school to learn how to parachute, get assigned to the unit, and get

the same training as other infantry soldiers.

After that, it’s a bit tougher.

Plenty of military units worldwide use parachute insertion, but the 82nd is the only division-sized formation in which every single

member is qualied to jump and is specically equipped to bring all of their combat equipment with them. That means the 82nd can

threaten enemy objectives with hundreds—even thousands—of paratroopers. But they have to move fast in order to respond to crises

anywhere in world within 18 hours.

RELATED STORY

Here It Is: the Army's New Infantry Squad Vehicle

They’re “foot soldiers” in the classical sense, parachuting from cargo planes or helicopters to landing zones near the battleeld and

then walking to their objective. The lightness and agility that gives them is valuable. But in the last decade, the Army realized a better

way than walking—driving.

Earlier this week, the Army received its rst production assets of the Infantry Squad Vehicle, a nine-passenger truck capable of being

air-dropped or helicopter-delivered. And in March 2021, soldiers of the 82  Airborne will get their hands on them.

The Army calls its new ISV “better boot,” but the average person knows it better as a Chevy ZR2 pickup.

 

DIFFERENT LOOK, SAME TRUCK
The Better Boot is not a replacement for the ubiquitous Army Humvee. In fact, this vehicle has no real armor or weapons. Instead, the

ISV is purpose-built to be a light, unarmored vehicle that can quickly move an Infantry Brigade Combat Team (IBCT) from point A to

point B. 

“[ISV] allows a commander to deploy to a certain location and rather than walk 60 kilometers and he now has the option to drive

there at 30-70 mph. That’s why we’ve coined the ISV as the Better Boot,” says Steve Herrick, product lead for Ground Mobility

Vehicles at the Army’s Detroit-based Program Executive Office for Combat Support.

GM Defense (GMD), makers of the Better Boot, has only been in existence for three years. The team’s leader, Mark Dickens, is now

GM Defense Chief Engineer. In 2017 he was just wrapping up the launch of the Chevrolet Colorado ZR2, the off-road racing-inspired

performance version of Chevy’s midsize Colorado pickup. Dickens had never engaged in a military acquisition contest, but he had

plenty of experience with Detroit’s muscle-car wars.

"PUTTING TOGETHER PERFORMANCE VARIANTS [OF THE CAMARO] TO GO AGAINST THE MUSTANG PUNCH FOR
PUNCH...I LOVE A CHALLENGE LIKE THAT."

"That’s the part of me that’s been in throes of performance car ghts—putting together performance variants [of the Camaro] to go

against the Mustang punch for punch," Dickens told Popular Mechanics. "I love a challenge like that."

GM was looking for new business in the defense sector, and in 2017 Dickens noticed the call for a new ISV almost perfectly described

the ZR2.

“We saw they were looking at a nine-passenger off-road vehicle that was under 5,000 pounds curb weight but could carry 3,200

pounds, t inside a helicopter, or be able to be sling-loaded,” Dickens says. “I had just nished launching the ZR2 ...all the content

was just there.”

A TRUCK BUILT FOR THE BATTLEFIELD
Dickens and the GM engineers matched the Chevrolet Colorado ZR2, a midsize pickup with four-wheel drive and gas or diesel engine

versions, to the ISV requirement chiey by deleting the truck’s body, adding a sophisticated roll structure with nine seats, and paying

close attention to dimensions.

The biggest challenge was meeting the requirement to t inside the Army’s CH-47 Chinook helicopter. The Better Boot (or any vehicle

that can be sling-load delivered via Chinook) needs to have similar front/rear weight distribution. Army or Air Force loadmasters take

that into consideration and sometimes add mission gear to one end or the other to balance a vehicle. But for the ZR2, the dimensions

itself became a sticking point.

“The problem was the overall height,” Dickens says. “It had to be less than 74 inches to t into the Chinook helicopter.”

A stock ZR2 is 72.5 inches tall at the roof—no problem there. But the ISV would need a roll structure with crush-room. That put it

well above 74 inches by over a foot. GMD solved the problem by designing a roll structure that folds down in 10 seconds with the

removal of two pins. It can be put back up just as easily. With the cage down, the ISV squeaks under the requirement at 73.9 inches

tall.

The 2.8 liter Duramax four-cylinder diesel engine.
GM DEFENSE

The stock ZR2 comes with a race-proven off-road suspension and your choice of V6 petrol or inline four-cylinder diesel engines. The

pickup’s suspension, with its 10/10.5 inches of travel front/rear, largely transfers to the ISV, but because the Army wants the vehicle

to be capable of running on JP-8 (Jet Propellant 8, a kerosene-based jet fuel commonly used by Army and Marine ground vehicles),

the gas engine doesn’t. So the ZR2’s 2.8 liter Duramax four-cylinder diesel—which eats JP-8, straight diesel, or even french fry oil for

breakfast—will power IBCTs to safety.

Dickens calls the Duramax a “torque monster,” making 169 horsepower and an off-road-devouring 369lb-ft of torque. It’s mated to

GM’s Hydra-Matic 6L50 MYB 6-speed automatic transmission, another one of many components the ISV will share with the Colorado

and other Chevy products.

“From the waist down, all the parts are commercial, off-the-shelf parts that you can walk into a Chevy dealership and buy,” Dickens

affirms, which includes the chassis, engine, drivetrain, electronic locking differentials, transfer case, suspension, and more.

The combination of the ZR2 platform with Chevy’s offroad racing team-designed suspension (including trick Multimatic Dynamic

Suspension Spool Valve shocks and protective skidplates from the Bison version of the ZR2) made for an ISV prototype that wowed

the infantry. 

SELECTED BY SOLDIERS 
Last year, the ISV competitors supplied two prototypes each to go through a technical evaluation at the Army’s Aberdeen Proving

Ground in Maryland. Such evaluations have often been the deciding factor in choosing military vehicles. But the Army wanted to do

things differently this time.

“It just proved that they had a prototype that met the technical requirements,” Herrick says. “This [Aberdeen testing] had no role in

the downselect of the production vehicle.”

Instead, the Army asked soldiers to make the vehicle selection. Troops from the 82nd Airborne had already had their rst hands-on

experience with the vehicles when they arrived at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in January for the second soldier evaluation.

Three squads from the 82nd were slated to help deliver battleeld-like punishment to the ISV prototypes. But before heading for Fort

Bragg, the troops suddenly deployed following the U.S. drone strike on Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps leader Qasem

Soleimani.
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To make up for their absence, two squads from the Army’s 101st Airborne stepped in, joining one remaining 82nd squad in the

evaluation—and it was soon clear that the soldiers preferred the ZR-2 over the competition.

“We had more power than others” Dickens says. “That’s the feedback I heard. You could see the smiles on the soldiers’ faces and hear

the laughter when they got out of our vehicle.”

The top-speed capability of GMD’s prototype would likely make any off-road enthusiast giggle. It’ll do 98 mph according to the

company, right there with the ZR2’s 99 mph top speed. That’s not surprising since the ZR2 and the rear-wheel drive ISV have the

same 3.42:1 rear-end ratio.

A close-up of Chevy's DSSV shocks.
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“We have these jounce shock absorbers in addition to the DSSV shocks,” Dickens explains. “You can be ying down a trail at 60 mph,

hit a rock that you didn’t see, and it’ll absorb it so well it blows your mind.” 

These and other details made up the soldiers’ minds.

“This is really the rst time that we’ve used soldier-user feedback as the number one criterion to select the winning vendor,” Herrick

says. “I think the Army would have been happy with any of these three [vehicles] but from the feedback, the GM vehicle had more of

those things the soldiers wanted.” 

An Army Ground Mobility Vehicle (AGMV) being sling-loaded to a CH-47 Chinook. The new Better Boot ISV will feature a similar capability.
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AIRBORNE PICKUP
What the soldiers wanted was something effective and familiar. The 82nd is officially known as the “All American” division. What’s

more American than a Chevy pickup truck?

“The soldiers immediately gravitated to it because, hey, it’s a pickup truck, 

says Army Major Jordan Weber. "I know how to drive it, I can get somewhere fast and rapidly dismount. They could tell a lot of

thought went into it.”

Weber is currently a Force Management officer with the Army’s XVIII Airborne Corps but he was previously with the 82nd. He drove

the ISV competitors at both test rounds at Fort Bragg and helped design the test courses.

“I had two commands in the 82nd and I would love to have had this in my formation,” he says. “That thing is awesome...in the Army

we’re used to sitting in Humvees and getting tossed around. You’re harnessed into that ISV and you feel comfortable and safe going

fast over terrain.”
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Other, more detailed design choices also helped seal the deal for GMD. Features like roof mounts for storing the squad’s rucksacks.

“'Where are we putting all our gear for the Infantry Squad? Where does it need to go,'” Weber says. “GM took that feedback, and

when they showed up to the second test round, they had rucksacks on the roof. It made for a slimline carriage without a huge

silhouette. The guys immediately gravitated toward it because it was something different that they could use.”

Small but well-considered touches like a step on the back of GMD’s ISV, allowing for quick, easy dismount in a combat situation, only

increased the soldiers’ condence in GMD's militarized ZR2.

The service plans to purchase 649 ISVs by 2024. That’s enough to

equip 11 IBCTs with 59 vehicles each. The Army says three brigades

will get ISVs every year, starting in 2022 with the 82nd. Eventually, the

Army could buy up to 2,065 ISVs but some might differ. The Army is

actively considering electric-drive vehicles and GM Defense has already

experimented with EV powertrains.

“When we jump, what we have with us is what we’re taking regardless of how far away the objective is,” Weber says. "We’re going to

get into the ISVs, go 100 kilometers, dismount, and do what we do as light infantry soldiers. We won’t have to worry about moving

that 100k. We have something that can get us there, and we’re ready to ght.”
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The ZR2, left, is the basis of GM Defense’s Infantry Squad Vehicle (ISV), right, also known as Better Boot.
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